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How I managed to treat my psoriasis
Ibolya Read decided she had to try something else to treat her psoriasis, this is her experience with
Soratinex
7 hours ago | comments
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L

ast week, Nottingham University announced a clinical trial
among 560 psoriasis patients to see whether it would be safe for
them to take a “holiday” from their immune-suppressing
medication after receiving Covid-19 vaccines.
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The treatment in question, methotrexate, is highly eﬀective in some
psoriasis patients, but in others it can cause side eﬀects such as hair loss,
nausea and drowsiness. Where this happens, some psoriasis suﬀerers seek
alternative therapies. Ibolya Read, 47, MD of a London publishing
company, decided to try Soratinex, a non-steroid treatment containing
natural oils and herbal extracts that has performed well among some
patients in the UK.
This is her story.
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Ibolya Read, 47, managing director of a publishing company in London
(Soratinex)

It was 13 years ago, after giving birth to my ﬁrst child, Ruby, that I noticed
my ﬁrst symptoms of psoriasis. My father had had it all his life – he’s 82
now. He was always covered from top to toe and I felt so sorry for him. He
didn’t like to go on holidays or expose his skin and so it aﬀected my
childhood because it restricted the things he could do with us. It was awful
for him.
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I hoped I wouldn’t ever get it, but it can be caused by trauma. I was in
labour with Ruby for three-and-a-half days, and that was deﬁnitely
traumatic, so I think that was the trigger.
I got it really bad over my legs and arms and scalp. It would get better in
the summer with the sunshine and fresh air, but then it would come back,
and in winter it was terrible. I was put on steroid creams and that would
make it better for a while, but then it would come back worse, and I found
that the steroids thinned my skin, so I decided not to use them.
I like natural products and I tried lots of those, but they didn’t work, either.
I also gave up certain foods and drink, such as milk and dairy, but that
didn’t improve anything. I just thought I’d have this for the rest of my life.
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Ibolya’s elbow before using Soratinex
(Soratinex)
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Ibolya’s elbow after using Soratinex
(Soratinex)

I gave birth to my second child, Lucas, 11 years ago. The psoriasis was
steady then and not too bad. But an infection can trigger psoriasis as well as
trauma, and a while later I believe I had some kind of infection that
triggered psoriatic arthritis. My hands and legs swelled up terribly. I used
to do yoga and running, but I could barely walk. My psoriasis got really bad
and I was put on methotrexate pills, and then the highest dose of injection,
and that helped a little with the psoriasis and deﬁnitely with the arthritis.
But it had side eﬀects. There were problems with my kidneys and my hair
started falling out, and so after two-and-a-half years on the treatment, I
decided I wanted to come oﬀ it. It was a big decision. I don’t want to be too
critical of it because I doubt I’d have been able to walk without it, but I
decided I’d had enough of it in my body.
The psoriasis got really bad again and I found I was mostly wearing long
clothes to cover up my arms and legs. Whenever I got fed up with covering
up and wore short-sleeves to the park with the children, adults would stare
at me and kids would come up and ask what was wrong with my elbows. It
was very awkward.
One day at a party, I got chatting to a guy called Greg [Pittard]*. He noticed
my psoriasis and said he’d been on a clinical trial for a treatment called
Soratinex that had cleared up his psoriasis. I said I would try it as long as it
had no steroids, and so I bought some and gave it a go.
I was amazed. Within a week I noticed my elbows clearing up. I had not
changed my diet because I wanted to be sure it was just the Soratinex, and
it had to be. There was a dramatic change and my friends and colleagues
started noticing it. You can see that my elbows were disgusting and then
they got clear. It was a stressful period too – we were moving home – and
yet my skin kept on getting better and better.
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That was about eight months ago and I’m now mostly clear. There are still
some tiny stubborn patches but they are hardly noticeable. I have been so
impressed with this and so happy with the results that I tell other psoriasis
suﬀerers about it whenever I can, because I want them to experience the
same improvement that has happened to me. I have become such a big fan
of this treatment that I want others to enjoy it too.
Because psoriasis is in my family, I keep a watchful eye on the children, but
it’s so comforting to know that this treatment is there if ever they should
need it.
*Greg Pittard, 50, a commercial director from west London, was involved in
2017 clinical trials on Soratinex conducted by Professor Anthony Chu, former
Senior Consultant in Dermatology at Imperial Healthcare
Trust, Hammersmith and Ealing Hospitals, and his colleague Dr Benedetta
Brazzini.
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